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tree-like continuum fixed-point property induced map 
Bellamy [I] has recently salved an important problem in fixed-point theory: he 
has constructed a tree-like continuum and a map of that continuum onto itself such 
that the map has no fixed point. This solves a problem raised by Bing [2]. 
Attention has now shifted to the possibility of cunstructing a planar, tree-like 
ccNnuum that hm a fixe&&nt-free map, This would solve the classi problem 
of whether each nonseparating plane wntinuum has the fixed-point property. 
Bellamy’s example is not embeddable inthe plane; *t&e proof of this relies heavily 
on the existence of a certain triad in the continuum, Bellamy [1] has applied the 
Fugate-Mohler construction [3] t@ his. continuum to obtain 8n atriodic, tree-like 
continuum with a fixed-point&ee homeomsrphism onto itself. The elegance of the 
Fugate-Mohier constructiotr, however, predudes m.!Jch information about the 
embedding properties of this continuum. 
In tirder tu underW.ild more intima&iy the embedding properties of atriodlc, 
treeqlike continua, the authors [4] have recentf,y provided amore geometric descrip- 
tion of an atridic, tree-like continuum and a tied-point-free map. The continuum 
is the inverse limit of certain one-dimension 
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In this paper, we describe an atriodic, tree-like continuum as an inverse limit of 
graphs (Section 2) and then as an inverse limit of trees (Section 3). me price for 
this is bonding mdps of increasingly ‘high pou~r’. 
Furthermore, note that he frxed-point=free: map in [4] is obtained from a sequence 
{y,, : Xn + Xn) where the maps “:n do not commute tiththe b&n&@ m~l&though 
the error in commutativity becomes maller %s n approrrehqs i$t@y,,, , / _. , 
In this paper, the fixed-poirit-free map 3s a hti&e&nor$ism tibt&n& as the 
induced map of a sequence {& : Xn+l + XR} ot maps, wh& the ma@ J1 bo corn&mute 
with the bonding maps, The maps J, are obtained in twu ways: once when the Xl’s 
are (cyclic) graphs, and again when the X”‘s are trees; Siti ‘any equence 
(8, : X, -+ X,} of maps commuting with the bonding maps induces a,mop with a fixed 
point if the factor spaces X, have the fixed-point pmrty, it follows that this result 
is the best possible (see [S]). 
The continuum X has the following additional properties: (1) X is Rtriodic and 
indecomposable, (2)each proper subcontinuuim of X is an arc, and (3)the comle- 
ment of any nonempty open subset of X can be tmbedded in the plane. The proofs 
n# *hana Ca*4s a-* s&9:1 - 4 
VL CllrSrs labba aa6 ;rrllruitr KO proofs in [4]; hence they are omitted, 
Let d denote the Euclidean metric on R*, aud !,zt e1 and w2 denote the projection 
maps onto the x-axis and y-axis, respectively. 
If 8 is a subset of some line in R2, and p is a point of R* not on this line, then 
the cone over B with vertex at p is the unioa of all straight line segments [p, b] 
for 6EB. 
Let I denote the interval [O, 61. The rooftolp function 82: I -) I is the piecewise- 
linear function defined as follows: let 
gzc,O) = g*(6) = 0, g2(3) = 6, 
and extend g2 linearly over each appropriate interval. The function fo : I -+ I is the 
piecewise-lineiar function defined as follows: 1e:t 
fo(o) = fo(4) = 0, fo(2) = fo(6) = 6, 
and extend f. linearly over each appropriate interval, 
The function f,, : I + I is defined inductively YS iollo~s: 
Observe \11at fn = fQ Q (g2)*“. 
We first defme the factor space X,. Each space Xn is a -subset of the plane; the 
Fig. 1. 
isl,2 ,..., 2n,let 
AU, j) = (2 - 1/(3i + j), O), 
A(+, i) = -A(& j) = (-2 -+ 1/(3i +j), 0). 
The set A(n) also contains 
4214.2) = (2, O), a(-2) = (-2, O), 
Let T be a subset of the plane contqining the pc?int ‘(0, ,q). CM: t& ly;a&iii’, &&sty 
s(tg; q) bs the: suspension of (-l$ q), (O,q), and (I, 9) with &&k&on wi&s 
(O,q+a,) and (O,ql-a,!. Thespwe TuB(n;q) issaid to beobtainedfrom Thy 
adding a diamond SB(n ; q) of h& 2a, to 7’ at (O,q)- The pcints I-1, C& (0, q), 
and (1, q) are cAled, respectively, D(n, 0; q), Dtn, 1; q) and .?(n, 2; 4). _ 
The space ,X1 is obtained fmn E w Va be adding diamonds of length Z-7 at the 
points (0,2) and (0,4). See Fig. 1.. 
The space X,, n > 1, is obtained from Lw ‘ig, by adding diamonds of length 
2 . 2-5” at certain points of the fox (0, m/2an-3). We will need the following 
notation in order to define these points. Let 
Do = {(0,4)1, Qt = HO, 2)), 
D2 = NO, I), UA5)), 
and, in general, for each positive rnteger k, leg 
D &+I = ((0, y): (0, g&d) E Dd 
Each element of Dk+, is of the form (0, ~n/2~-‘) where m is an odd integer. 
Now we define the factor space X,. The space X, is obtained from %!@ u L by 
adding diamonds of length 2 l 2-“” at the pomts of (_)ymil Dk. 
In order to define the bonding maps, the foiiowing notation is necessary. Let 
Hz = {@=3)), ff3 = {CO, 3/2), (0,9/2)}, 
and, in general, for each positive integer & > 2, let 
k&c+1 = ((0, y): (0, &(Y)) E Hkb 
Each element of H k+l is of the form (0, m/2k-‘) where m is an odd integer. Define 
E = (0,6). 
We move now to the definition of the bonding map CF:+~ : X,,+l + X,. We will 
write 0 for erz+ * during this section for ease of notation. 
WC require that the bonding msp CT satisfy the condition 
*fl2*dx, y)=fiAy) (1) 
where fn is defined in the introduction. It follows that o is uniquely defined once 
we dlefine a on the set {(x, y): cr(x, y) must take a value in the cone %‘” or in a 
diamond}. 
DeGne, for j = 0, 1, or 2, 
n(A(i,j))=A(i-I&, i= 1, +. . ,2n+l, 
a(A(--i,j))=A(-i-+-l,j), i=1,...,2n+l, 
dA (0, i)) = A (a, j), 
o(E) = a(-2). 
Note that (1) implies that 
Observe that Q will be well defined once we define ct an the set 
The care requ,ired in defining Q over this Jast set is necessary to insure that certain 
commutativity relations hold in later sections of the paper. 
But %I = (y E [0,6]: f,(y) = 4). We will show that 
P n+l = PO,,+1 u Pl,n+l u P2.H 
where 
and if yi e pi.n+ls then ~&FIN JQ+l)moa 3,n+l* 
We will use induction on n: 
If n = 0, let Ipn, ~1, ~32) be the three points such that jo(pr) = 4, P = 0, 1,2. Assume 
that PO < pl < ~2, Put E,l = {PA I = 0, I,2 ; then it follows easily that (2) is satisfied. 
Suppose {Pj,l,}, j = 0, 1,2, have been defined. Define Pi,ncl= {Y E [O, 61: 
(gd2(y) E P’,,,) (red that fn = tin-l 0 (sd2). Then 
2 
up I,n+l = Pn+l 
j-0 
and 
&+ln Pi,,+1 =0 if i tc j. 
let yj E P’,n+l ; then (g2)2(yi) E Pi,,, and, by the induction hypothesis, 
g2 O (g2!2(Yi) e P(j+l)mod 3.w 
Hence 
gz(y$ E &mImd3,n+l 
and (2) is satisfied. 
Define ~(0, y& = D{,n, j; 4) if yj f lQt.+- to ~lr has been defined for all points 
(0, y) E X3+1 such that ~(0, y) must take a value in the diamond added at DO =: 
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Consider a point (0, y)~X,+l such that f,(y) = q and (0, q)eL?k+i. e)bs~~ t&tit 
(8, g2(4)9 E pr, and fn. *g;c(Y) = g2 @f*(Y) = g2(q9* mm= if We put &(Y) = p, then 
~(0, p) is defined, by the induction hypothesis. Let j be that element of the set 
{O, 1,2} such that 
a@, P) = D(n, j; s2Cq9b 
Define 
~(0, y) =e D(n, (j - 1) mod 3; q). 
This completes the definition of the bonding map nt+* = 0: The continuum X 
is the limit of the inverse sequence (Xn, tiz+l). 
2. e fixed-point-free map a 
In order to define a map 7 :X+X such that T has no fixed point, we will first 
construct a sequeme of mappings {Y,, :X, 3X,,). We require that themap ‘yn :X, 3 *U, 
satisfy 
~2VniJA Y)=gz(Y9 
where g2 is the rooftop function defined in the first section. 
(39 
It follows that Yfl ir; uniquely defined once 
must take a value in the cone G!?,, or in a 
im, L21, 
y,& MO, j)) := A@, (i + 19 md 3), 
we define Yn on the set {(x, y): Y,,(x* y) 





in CE) = a (+2), 
yn (D(n, j; 4)) = Mz, (j + 19 mod 3; 49, 
(n, (i + 19 mod 3; g&F, U&q9 E U 
i-1 
Et 5 only left to define yn on the set of points ((0, y ) E X8 : (0, y ) is the onIy point 
of V “a4 with second coordinate y, 
E%w~. From the 
)‘in Xn+2 such that 
y*+1* b::: ;tc & * yrt+2* 
For such points (x, y), we consider three cases. 
Cuse 1: (x, y) = A(*(Zn + 4), j). In this case 
y?l+1* a:=: (x, y) = 4: P(2)) 
while 
t~-zz: * y”+z(x, y) = A(%(2n + 2), (j + 1) mod 3). 
Then 
o:+l (a(r2)) = tt(r2) 
and 
CF;+~ (A(r(2n +2), (j + I) mod 3) = am. 
Case 2: (x, ~)=D(R +I, j; y) where (0, Y)E-D~~+~. In this case 
‘yn+l * o:Z: (& y) =e 63 (+2) 
while 
a”,:: Q y,,+~(x, y) = A420 + 2), (j + 11 mod 3). 
Then 
and 
cp;+l (a(+2)) = u(+2) 
o!+ (A(2rt + 2, (j + I) mod 3) = LZ (+2). 
Cl’ase 3: (x, y) = (0, y) a 
Le a 2. If 
d(xn, yn>rL) = (pm 4nxF49 
then qn = g2(y,) for n = 1,2,. a . . 
roof,, This is true because 
4n = 7T2(Pn, qn) = ~2bE+1%t+lk+l, Yn+lB 
=f?l O gzty#l+13 = g2 OfdYn+l) = gz(vn)* 
3. The ma,p 7 : X +X has no fixed pint. 
roof. Suppose (xk, yk);fsl E X is a fixed point of r. Then - - 
d(Xk, Y&r.: 1) = h, YkL 
and hence ga(yk) = yk (k = 1,2,. . . ). It follows from the definition of g2 that ye E 
{0,4}. We claim that y& = 0 for all k. To prove this, suppose yk = 4; then y&+1 E 
( fn )-‘( y& ) = ( fn j- * (4). Hence, by definition of fn, y&+1 ler {0,4]. This contradiction 
shows that y& = 0 for ali k. 
Suppose, then, that (x&, 0) Ts1 is a fixed point of T. We consider the case where 
(x, 0) = A(0, j), j = 0, 1, or 2 and leave the several other cases for the reader to 
verify. In this case, it follows that (x2,0) = A(0, f) or A&l, j). Hence 
(T: 0 yz(xz, 0) = a:(A(O, (j-k 1) mod 3)) 
= A(0, (j+ 1) mod 3). 
Hence q(xt, 0) # (x1, 0). Thus the map 7 does not have a fixed point. 
?%e map 7 is Q homeomorphism. 
that the map T is one-to-one. Let (xi, yi)E~ and (WI, Zi): 1 
a 2, gz(yi) = qi = 
8 Yi = zi for ail i. 
c (xi, yi) and ( Wi, yr) belong to dd for dl i. 
f Qf 2. Otherwise (Q yi) and ( wS, yi)-be 
Xm *Wm r M z i, Ixcaum the inverse of a diamo 
of arcs. This completes the proof of Claim 2. 
Without 10~s of generality, we may assume yi = O, for aU i. It EOUOWS t 
for alI i!. 
We will show that ?((pl:, O)zt) is degenerate, t e proof af the 
theorem. There are 17 possible choices for (p nsider the case 
(PI, 0) = A(0, 1) and ieave the other 16 cases for 
In the case (PI, 0) =A(O!, l), it may bc, that 0, l), for aI i. In this 
instance ?((pi, O);“,r) consists of the single point (xi, O>F,, where {xi, 0) = 
for al i. 
Otherwise, let m be the smallest integer such that (pm, O} f (Cl, 1). It follows 
that either (p,, 0) = A( 1,l) or (p,, 0) = A(- 1,l). Let us examine only t 
case. One calculates that (~~,.+k+ 0) = A#, 1). 
Therefore T-‘((P~, O)i=i) consists of the single point (xi, O)i=l where 
(xi, O)=A(O, O), i = 1,. . , ) ~PI -2, 
( xm-l+d = N-k, 0), k = 0, 1, . , . . 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
n inverse limit of trees 
The continuum X can be viewed as the inverse limi’ of lrees Xz, where %‘z is 
ot tained from X’ by folding the suspensions into cones. See Fig. 2. Formally, recall 
X, is obtained from L = {0} 3: [O, 61 c 
to L, Each diamond 9(n, q) i 
2n -1 
E 
\ r& I 
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- E = (0,6) 
~(-2: A;-2,j) A(-l,j) W,jl WJ) AI&j) a(+21 
Fig. 2. 
Let x: =z X,lR, and let h, : X,, + Xz denote the natural projection. O@erve 
defined by (CT*):“’ = h,,~~~+~(h~+t)‘f: X$+1 +Xt is well 
e the hit of the inverse sequence (X$, (4P)~“h 
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Ix;I-b1, y,-td = (f.h1, wn+l), a contradictron. 
’ (9bax~s: that the magpin# I? defined by I$ = h,~&,&-~ :x:+1 + 
~efhd andl confhuous. The proof of the lemma follows easi 
definitions of T: and the. groperties of the mapp T and is I& to th9: rea,dc;, 
Lemma 5. The seqtrence of mqvpings 17: : X$+r -+ XX} induces a fixed-pip t-jkfe 
honeomorphism of X* 0rt4to itse2f. 
It is not clear whether the continuum X is star-like, 
remains open: 
Problem 1. Does there exist a star-like continuum Tvitho t prq W-t y? 
The following question is also of interest: 
Problem 2. Does the cone over X have the fixed-point property? 
RernH, 1. The continuum X is similar to the continuum Ii’ constructed in [4]. 
Both are atriodic tree-like oontinua; moreove each proper subcontinuurrl of X 
and Y is an arc. However, the continua X a Y are not lhomeomorphic. This 
follows from the fact that both X and Y contain a countable set {Rm} m 
respectively, of composants which are one-to-one continuous images of R’. Let fm 
and s,,, denote the endpoints of R, and &, respectively (each coordinate of r;n is 
of the form A(i, j) or Q (*2) and each coordinate of sm is of the form A (n, i3 j> or 
A(n, k)). Every homeomorphism h :X + Y must carry the set fr,,) onto the set 
is,,). But the set (rm} contains five limit points, namely (ai), &i), ki), (4) and (ei), 
where CI~ =a(+2), bi =z Q (-2), ci = A(& 0), di J A(0, 1) and, ei = A C&2), Rile the 
set (snr} contains only two limit points, namely (ad) and (bi), where ai :=A(& C-1)‘) 
and bi = A(i, (-1)‘*‘). 
2. In connection with Problem I it may be noted that the EMI~~NWIJ 
ritten as an inverse limit of graphs which contain exactly Q 
I 
t 
